WELCOME to the
Proposed Skateboard Park Strategy Open House!
This Open House is an opportunity to see the

ways of distributing skateboarding space in the

work that has been completed to date on the

City of Pickering. Please ask lots of questions,

Council directed Skateboard Park Strategy and

engage in our design workshop and fll out the

provide your input to this process. This process

survey.

is being undertaken in conjunction with the
City’s Recreation and Parks Master Plan. We have

After this Open House we will be taking your

prepared a series of boards that outline why

feedback and developing a draft strategy that will

this strategy is being undertaken, demonstrate

be open for review by the public and members of

current skatepark design practices, and propose

council early autumn. Please stay tuned…

Open House Stations
1. Welcome
3. Layout Options: Pickering and Seaton
2. Introduction: Pickering Skateboard Park
Strategy
• Timeline.
• What is the strategy?
• What do skateparks look like?
a. Dot.
b. Spot.
c. Neighbourhood.
• Integration of Skateparks.

• 3 layout options for Pickering.
• 1 layout option for Seaton.

4. Potential Location for New Skateparks
• Overview of the City Parks
• City Centre Opportunities

5. New Line Skateparks - Design Workshop

“Having skate parks in the communities gives kids a hub
for their social lives, a hang out spot, and encourages an
active lifestyle.”

2011 Skateboard Survey Response

46 year-old Calgarian, Blair Watson, ‘locks up’ a high-speed
‘carve grind’ in the Airdrie Skatepark’s new clover bowl. Credit: CASE

Strategy and Skateboard Park Development Timeline
2011 ©

STAGE 1

Skateboard Park Strategy and Priority
4-5 months
Draft Strategys

Open House
+
Design Workshop

Members of
Council
+
Public Feedback

Final Draft
Strategy

Surveys

Council considers
funding options

June 27, 2017
Current Step

STAGE 2

Skateboard Park Design Process
4-5 months
Public Open
House
+
Presentation to
Members of
Council

Begin detailed
design of
skatepark

Design Revision

Final design
presented to
Council for
endorsement

Stakeholders
Funders and Operators
- City Council
- City Departments
- Private not-for-proÿt organizations
- Private for-proÿt organizations

Park Users
- Skateboarders
- BMX
- Inline skaters
- Scooters etc.
- CASE or other
organizations

STAGE 3

STAGE 4

Council Review
+
Stategy Approval

Park Neighbours
- Local residents
- Local businesses
- BIA or other organizations

Construction Drawings and Procurement of Qualiÿed Contractor

Construction

“Unstructured physical activity and active play may be an
equally good, if not better, way for children and youth to
increase their physical activity.”

(p. 22, Active Healthy Kids Canada)

Pickering Skateboard Park Strategy
What is the Strategy?
The Skateboard Park Strategy is a Council
directed strategy to assess existing
skatepark resources in the City of
Pickering and recommend an area and
layout of skateparks to meet the needs of
Pickering citizens now and in the coming
ten years. Over the past three decades
skateboarding has taken hold in North
America and the world, moving from the
fringes to mainstream acceptance. This is
highlighted by its inclusion as an ofcial
Olympic Sport in the 2020 Tokyo Summer
Olympics. This unstructured activity ofers

Taking Stock of
Existing Facilities
The City’s sole skatepark is located
behind the Recreation Complex in
Diana Princess of Wales Park. This
skatepark park totals ~9,000 ft2 and
has seen two phases including the frst
phase of ~6,000ft2 which is a concrete
hybrid style, and the second phase
~3,000ft2 expansion that asphalt with
lower level ledges and fat street style
terrain. This is a substantial park and
was an achievement at the time that it
was constructed.
Decades have passed and the park is
showing its wear. Skatepark design
standards have also improved over
several generations to provide
improved layout and construction.
Besides skateboarding, this park is
home to many activities including

soccer, sports courts, community
gardens, playground and beach
volleyball. While it may be a suitable
location for these other activities,
which often occur in the middle of
the day and with several participants,
skateparks see a more extensive time
of use and range in participants.
Local skateboarders have expressed
a feeling of isolation and concern for
safety at this current location and
have requested future skateparks be
in more prominent locations where
they can be easily monitored by the
public.

Why Now?

afordable access, and is compared to both
art and sport. Skateboarders note several
benefts, including comradery, a safe
space to challenge oneself, independence,
and opportunity for creative expression.
Skateparks are not only for skateboarders,
but are places for BMX, inline skaters and
scooters. These activities bridge gender,
age and skill levels. The City of Pickering
is committed to providing a variety of
recreational opportunities to foster the
development and active lifestyle of its
citizens.

Kids are sedentary 59%
of the time between
3-6 pm, getting only 15
minutes of moderateto-vigorous activity.
Active Healthy Kids Canada 2010

Sedentary Youth
The Active Healthy Kids Canada report gave
Canadian children an:
• “F”for their ‘Physical Activity Levels’ and ‘Active
Play and Leisure’
• “D” for ‘Active Transportation’
• “C” for ‘Organized Sport and ‘Physical Activity
Participation’
With a rising level of obesity amongst youth,
and ftness data that demonstrates root causes,
it is clear that greater eforts and opportunities
are needed to facilitate an active lifestyle. This
strategy outlines:
• An opportunity for the creation of exciting
outdoor spaces; and
• Promotes active transportation by linking park
destinations along pedestrian corridors.

It is recommended that this skate park
eventually be decommissioned and
repurposed when suitable alternate
skateparks are in place.

This park is also home to City sanctioned grafti which provides residents an
opportunity for creative outlet. At the same time, as the City’s only skatepark
it may have reinforced resident assumptions that skateparks are a haven for
grafti. That is not true of most modern skateparks, which are maintained free
of grafti.

Youth focused strategy
low impact

Accessible

Inclusive

Understanding the Data
How much skateboarding terrain is needed to serve the youth of
Pickering? To quantify the optimal skatepark terrain, a formula was
developed that takes into account the skateboarding population,
frequent skaters, and estimates the number of skateboarders active
at the same time. It then applies the Skatepark Adoption Model (SAM)
model of 14m2 used by each active skateboarder to arrive at a city-wide
requirement.

23 M (75 FT)

PUSH

SET

TRICK

After the skater has
speed, the feet are set
on the board and
adjusted for the
desired trick.

The trick is performed with
forward momentum. While the
illustration shows a trick that
could be performed stationary,
most tricks rely on an interaction
with the terrain. A ledge, set of
stairs, or curved bank are all used
in the same way for the purposes
of identifying how much space is
needed.

LAND

+

STOP

Finally the skater lands, regains
their balance and prepares to
stop.

PLAN

14 m2
1
6M
(20 FT)

150 ft2
Therefore, each
boarder
requires 14 m2
(150 ft2)

Area = 140m2 (1,500 ft2)
23 M (75 FT)

10 Boarders in one space. 1 is active while 9 others watch and prepare. The area required for 1 trick is 140m2 (1,500ft2).

Quantifying the Need
Step 4
Step 1

Step 2

Total households
in Pickering 1

8% of households
with someone that
skateboarded in
the last 12 months 2

Total
Skateboarders
2473

=

Step 3
25% are
Frequent
Skaters 3

25% of Frequent
Skaters are
Actively Skating
at the same time 4

618

154

Skateboard
Adoption
Model (SAM)
required per
active skater 5

X

14m 2 (150ft 2 )

30,920
Total Area required to
=
serve the City of Pickering

1 Total households extrapolated from 2016 Statistics Canada Data 30,920
private households. Pickering has a total population of 91,771 people for 2.96
people per household.

Step 5

Amongst the telephone survey respondents (384) undertaken for the City
of Pickering Masterplan Phone Survey 2016, that had a skateboarder in their
household, there is an average of 1.3 Skateboarders per household. Therefore
our assertion of 1 skateboarder per Skateboard household is a conservative
estimate.
2

3

25% is based on the Skateboarders for Public Skateparks estimate.

4

25% is based on the Skateboarders for Public Skateparks estimate.

5

See Skateboarder Area Requirements Diagram.

Recommended for
Removal

-

Total Additional
Area Needed

=

Step 6

6

Statistics Canada data 2016 reported a 4% household growth over the
census period. For the purpose of this calculation a more conservative growth
rate of 3% will be used to forecast the following 10-year growth projection.

There are several factors to consider when locating a new skatepark. Key
considerations include accessibility, site suitability, available amenities,
inclusivity and surveillance and location within a broader network. See below
for details.
1. Accessibility
- Smaller parks on foot
- Larger parks along LRT and BRT transit lines
- Larger parks with parking
2. Site Suitability
- Integration with park programming and natural features
- Appropriate distance from neighbours.
- Noise and noise reduction opportunities through skatepark design
- Buildability of site. (access, terrain, geotechnical, data
- Is there a vegetative wind bufer?

Skateboard Adoption Model (SAM)

Gaining speed is usually done by kicking the board
forward. Two good pushes will generate enough
speed to do most tricks.

Site Assessment Criteria

+
New Area to serve
Pickering/Seaton for
10-year Strategy

=

2164m2
(23293ft 2 )

Existing Area
900 m2
(9687ft 2 )
0
2164m2
(23293ft 2 )

3% pop. growth
over 10 years 6
744 m2
(8008ft 2 )

3. Amenities (Based on scale of park)
- Water fountains
- Washrooms
- Food Options
- Stafed public building or school
4. Inclusivity and Surveillance
- Parks to be attractive to a variety of age and skill levels
- Visibility from main roads and walkways and public buildings
5. Location
- Overall location within the Skatepark Network
(Dispersed throughout City)

Who are the User Groups?
User groups come
from a wide range
of lifestyles and
backgrounds.
Skateparks will support
a diverse cross-section
of Pickering’s society.

2908m2
(31309ft 2 )

Step 7
Plus Seaton Lands
est. 20,270 Households

=

1418m2
(15273ft 2 )

=

3583m2
(46582ft 2 )

Step 8
New Area to serve
Pickering/Seaton for
10-year Strategy

Establishing Park Typologies
Skatepark typologies were devised to meet various volumes and functions.
The parks progress in size for neighbourhoods and communities. In large
metropolitan areas quadrant parks will draw from signifcant portions of the
city. The diagrams listed below demonstrate the minimum skatepark size for
each typology.
Community

Neighbourhood

Skate Spot
Skate Dot

Street Corner

250 m

Half Basketball Court

1 km

500 m

Skate Dot
<150m
(<1,500 ft2)
2

Skate Spot

150 m - 600m
(1,500 - 6,000 ft2)
2

2

Hockey Rink

Tennis Court

5 km

Neighbourhood

600 -1,200 m
(6,000 - 12,000 ft2)
2

Community

1,200 m2 - 2,500 m2
(12,000-25,000 ft2)

What Skateboarders Said...
As part of the development of the Recreation Parks Master Plan
that is currently underway public input has been sought regarding
skateparks. Below is a summary of comments:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inclusive of skateboards, BMX, roller-bladers, scooters
All levels
Separate areas for beginners, intermediate and advanced
Different types of skateparks around the city
Skate spots dispersed for easy access
Skateable items in existing parks, such as a bench or ledge.
More and safer skateparks
A larger more advanced skatepark
Highly visible location
Washrooms and water fountains at skateparks
Attach to the Rec Centre as a multi-use facility
Well Lit
Indoor skatepark

Skatepark Typologies
Skate Spot
Size: 150 m - 600 m (1,500 ft - 6,000 ft )
Draw: Local ~1-3km
Access: Mostly Foot Trafc
Skill Level: Novice to Intermediate
Location: Local neighbourhood park or
2

remnant

2

space

2

2

A Skate Spot is a small-scale ‘skateable’ space
typically found in a neighbourhood park or along
a paved pedestrian trail. Skate Spot sizes range
from 150 m2 - 600 m2 (1,500 ft2 - 6,000 ft2). A ‘Spot’
may support users of all skill levels, however, will
typically focus on features that have a relatively ‘low
impact’ on the site area and that favour novice and
intermediate level users.
Skate Spots are often located within residential
settings or in urban spaces of-setting confict
zones where unsanctioned skateboarding exists
on private or semi-public land. Skate Spots are
also an efective means for ‘linking’ other skatepark
opportunities within a larger geographic area by
identifying a safe route of travel between larger
skate destinations.

Skate Dot
Size: Up to 150 m2 (1,500 ft2 )
Draw: Local 1km or less
Access: Mostly Foot Trafc
Skill Level: Novice to Intermediate
Location: Local neighbourhood park or

remnant
space a near commercial or
institutional land uses
Skate Dots, coined by the Seattle Citywide
Skatepark Plan, ofer the smallest scale of skatepark
opportunities. They may be as small as a single
ledge ofered along an existing walkway, or may fll a
small plaza space with a few features. These features
make skateboarding enjoyable along key routes
while minimizing the number of skateboarders
drawn to a specifc location. Due to their small size,
they may be easier to integrate into existing parks,
commercial or institutional settings.

Hillside Skate Spot, Vaughn, Ontario. Modern ‘skateable’ sculptural elements nestled within a smaller residential green space.

Twelve Oaks Skate Spot, Vaughn, Ontario. More
transition-oriented, the bowl depth is approximately
5 feet (with 6 and 8 foot extensions) plus a ‘pump
bump’ in the middle for speed.

Lafeyette Skate Spot - Los Angeles.

Mount Pleasant Skate Spot, Vancouver. Integrated
within the revamp of a local neighbourhood park.

Feasible

Twelve Oaks Skate Spot, Vaughn, Ontario. Transition-oriented with a 5’ deep bowl and
surrounding plaza space.

Peer learning

Skatepark Typologies
Neighbourhood
Size: 600 m2 -1,200 m2 (6,000 ft2 – 12,000 ft2)
Draw: Local 1-5km
Access: Foot Trafc
Skill Level: Novice to Intermediate
Location: Neighbourhood Skate Park or Commercial
Zone

Kensington Neighbourhood Park.
Authentic Pool Style Bowl.

UBC Neighbourhood Skatepark. A mix
of transition and park/obstacle design.
Sylvan Lake Skatepark.
Modern plaza and transition
terrain with integrated viewing area.

A Neighbourhood Skatepark occupies a larger area of
approximately 600 m2 -1,200 m2 (6,000 ft2 – 12,000 ft2),
and as the name implies, typically serves the needs
of the neighbourhood(s) immediately surrounding it. A
Neighbourhood skate park will often include a wider variety
of terrain types and support users of all skill levels, but should
maintain a considerable number of features that are accessible
for novice and intermediate skill levels. This type of opportunity
is commonly located within existing neighbourhood parks or
on highly visible land in relatively close proximity to residential
development or a small commercial zone.

Ed Benedict Plaza, Portland. Unique shot-crete rocks
provide a diferent challenge to park users.

Inclusivity suggests the importance of including
different user groups and functions. User groups
vary by sport, skill level, and styles. Each group
should be afforded space in the network. (CSAS)

Father David Bauer Neighbourhood Skate Park, Waterloo.

Unstructured Play

Skatepark Typologies
Community
Size: 1,200 m2 - 2,500 m2 (12,000 ft2 – 25,000 ft2)
Draw: 5-10 km
Access: Foot, Transit, Vehicle
Skill Level: Novice to Advanced
Location: Central Location, Mixed-Use Zone
A Community Skatepark typically serves the needs a number of
neighbourhoods and measures anywhere from approximately
1,200 m2 - 2,500 m2 (12,000 ft2 – 25,000 ft2). Some level of parking
and formal amenities are often associated with this scale of
facility such as washrooms, a water fountain, basic shelter, and
lighting. Community facilities should accommodate all ability
levels, and depending on the fnal scale of the facility, should
provide a broad spectrum of terrain styles. Community-level
skateparks are best suited in geographically central locations,
with a mixed zone of residential, commercial and institutional
land uses.

Chuck Bailey Community Skatepark. A mixture of all terrain types and the frst covered
outdoor skate park space in Canada.
Chuck Bailey
Community
Skatepark.
Quarter Pipe
and Volcanoe.

Glendale
Community
Skatepark.

Integration of Skateparks
The Integrated Skatepark

FIT WITH SURROUNDING LANDSCAPE

Modern skateparks are carefully designed with strong
community input to respond to their surrounding context.
Along with appealing skateboarding, BMX, and in-line skating
terrain, they often incorporate culturally relevant art and
sculpture, inviting viewing areas, sustainable development
principles and strong connections to surrounding amenities.
These spaces are also ideal for certain programming
opportunities and local community events.

ARTISTIC ELEMENTS

Chuck Bailey Skatepark preserved and integrated existing trees to maintain important
shade cover and help the project look rooted in place on the opening day.

Concrete and metal work have become very advanced over the past few decades, allowing designers to implement skateable eye catching elements. Left
to Right: The Plaza at the Forks in Winnipeg, Ed Benedict Skate Plaza in Portland, Multi-Use Skatepark at UBC.

CHILDREN + YOUTH’S ACTION SPORTS ZONE AND COMMUNITY SOCIAL HUB

Pushing one’s limits at the skatepark encourages perseverance and builds self
confdence.

SMALL COMMUNITY EVENTS

Red platforms may serve as a stage for an amphitheatre during special events.
Father David Bauer Skatepark, Waterloo. Opening Day.

Skaters and non-skaters gather to enjoy the atmosphere and
make use of the space.

LOW IMPACT DRAINAGE SOLUTIONS

Ed Benedict Plaza, Portland, Oregon. Bioswales integrated
throughout the skatepark improve stormwater management
and skating challenges.

Skateboarding offers a number of physical benefits
including cardiovascular endurance, strength and
agility mixed with opportunities for socializing. (CSAS)

Integration of Skateparks

Pickering Skateboard Park Concept Options
OPTION 2: FIVE NEIGHBOURHOODS
This concept consists of fve neighbourhood skateboard parks and six skate
dots spread across Pickering. The neighbourhood skateboard park typology
serves the needs of the immediate neighbourhood and caters to users of all
skill levels, novice and intermediate. The skate dot also caters to all skill levels
however as its name indicates it is at the smallest version of a skateboard park
and may be located along a city sidewalk, pathway, corner plaza or park space.
This concept aims to be more accessible.

These three options attempt to divide an overall skateboard park
area of ~31,000 ft2, which is the general area necessary to serve
Pickering with population growth over the coming decade.
While three options are presented, the stakeholder goals along
with the geography of the city will inform the fnal layout and
strategy. As neighbhourhoods are investigated more closely it
may become apparent that one option may not be adequate
to serve the City, and instead the optimal layout option may be
a combination of the ideas shown below.

CITY OF AJAX

LIVERPOOL ROAD

ALTONA ROAD

BROCK ROAD

FINCH AVE

WHITES ROAD

This board presents three planning strategies to demonstrate
alternate methods of providing skateboard parks for the city.
Generally speaking, the proliferation of smaller skateboard
parks will provide localized skateboard parks to accommodate
younger more novice skateboarders, while larger parks will
accommodate older, intermediate to advanced skateboarders
that have a means to travel and interest in a greater variety of
terrain and challenges. The options below are variations on the
idea of whether a skateboard park should be provided locally
or as a focal point for the entire city.

BAYLY STREET

SHEPPARD AVE

401

CITY OF TORONTO

LAKE ONTARIO

OPTION 1: CIVIC CENTRIC

OPTION 3: SPOTIFY

In this concept the large community skateboard park is located at the heart
of Pickering’s civic center as a larger destination skateboard park catering to a
broad range of ages and skill sets. Since this civic-centered park may require
residents and visitors to travel longer distances, the concept also provides fve
small skate spots equally distributed across Pickering which cater to novice
and intermediate users in local neighbourhoods.

As the name suggests, this concept consists mostly of skate spots, namely seven,
and four skate dots. The idea behind this concept is to disperse skate parks as
much as possible across Pickering through the provision of more skateboard
parks at the smaller scales of the skate dot and skate spot. This skateboard park
distribution would maximize skateboard park accessibility and availability to
both novice and intermediate users alike.

CITY OF AJAX
CITY OF AJAX
FINCH AVE

LIVERPOOL ROAD

ALTONA ROAD

BROCK ROAD

LIVERPOOL ROAD

WHITES ROAD

ALTONA ROAD

WHITES ROAD

BAYLY STREET

SHEPPARD AVE

401

BAYLY STREET

SHEPPARD AVE

401

CITY OF TORONTO
CITY OF TORONTO

LAKE ONTARIO
LAKE ONTARIO

SKATEBOARD PARK TYPOLOGIES

250 m

500 m

Dot

<150m2
(<1,500 ft2)

1 km

Spot

150 m2 - 600m2
(1,500 - 6,000 ft2)

Neighbourhood

600 -1,200 m2
(6,000 - 12,000 ft2)

BROCK ROAD

FINCH AVE
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SKATEBOARD PARK TYPOLOGIES
Four skatepark typologies were established to provide skateparks that suit a
variety of locations and functions. These parks range from the smallest being
a Skate Dot, and increase in size to a Spot, Neighbourhood, and Community
park.

D Skate Dot (Reference: Seattle Citywide Skatepark Plan)
• What? Small skatable area less than 150 m2
(1,500 ft2 )
• Where? Along a city sidewalk, pathway,
corner plaza or park space in residential or
commercial areas.
• Who? All skills, especially novice to
intermediate.
• Why? Make skateboarding more enjoyable
along key routes while minimizing the
number of skateboarders drawn to a specifc
location.

N

N

DAVID FARR PARK

SHADYBROOK PARK

S

N

Neighbourhood Skateboard Park
• What? A larger skatable area 600-1,200 m2
(6000-12,000 ft2)
• Where? Existing neighbourhood parks,
close to residential developments or small
commercial zones.
• Who? All skill levels, novice and
intermediate.
• Why? Serves the needs of immediate
neighbourhoods.

S

Skate Spot
• What? Small-scale skatable area, 150-600m2
(1,500-6,000 ft2)
• Where? In a neighborhood park or along a
paved pedestrian trail.
• Who? Novice to intermediate level users.
• Why? Resolves unsanctioned skateboarding,
an efective link between major skateparks.

Figure 13 - Sk e Spot

Seaton Skateboard Park
Seaton’s skateboard park planning strategy
revolves around a community skateboard park
at its center with the option of either skate spots
or skate dots dispersed across the surrounding
neighbourhoods.This option attempts to divide
an overall skateboard park area of ~15,000 ft2,
which is the general area necessary to serve
Seaton.

SEATON LANDUSE PLAN

This diagram shows skate spots, however they
can be subsituted with skate dots or there can
be a combination of skate spots and skate
dots surrounding the central community park.
Skate spots and skate dots are meant to be
smaller and more accessible to their surrouding
neighbourhoods. The overarching idea is to
have a central community skateboard park
where the central transit spines intersect and
at the center around which the community is
planned. Some existing communities within
and adjacent Seaton, such as Claremont,
Greensborough or Whitevale may also be
locations to consider a skate spot as part of this
network.
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SEATON CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM
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SKATEBOARD PARK TYPOLOGIES
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Skateway

Skate Dot Option

• Potential to enliven this low
use pathway as an entry way to
the Skate Dot Plaza.

• In a prime location to
demonstrate innovative skate
plaza design.
• Away from residential
buildings.
• Currently in poor condition
and will beneft from
improvement.

Option A

S
E
D

Option A
(Recommended)
• 8,000-12,000 ft2
neighbourhood park.
• Eliminate roundabout and
replace with layby parking.
• Integrate skateboard park
into the entry plaza design
to rejuvenate the buildings
entrance and provide activity.

Option B
•
•
•
•

12,000 ft2 neighbourhood park.
Access to arena washrooms.
Close to complex entrance.
Few neighbours to disturb.

Existing
Skatepark
• The park’s secluded nature
makes youth feel unsafe.
• The design and quality of the
park does not meet current
standards.

Transform the Recreation Complex into an inviting skate plaza
All skill levels
High Visibility
Monitored

Washrooms

Water Fountains

Revitalize Main Entrance

Central Hub
Accessible
Inclusive

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING
THIS OPEN HOUSE
Don’t Forget to
1. Attend the Skateboard
Park Design Workshop
2. Fill out a Survey
a. On paper
b. Online at:

www.pickering.ca/recreationandparks

3. Stay tuned for the Draft
Skateboard Park Strategy
Image Credit: skatelikeagirl.com

